Abstract Codes over the chain ring are obtained by writing special matrices. Gray images of these codes are binary codes. It is shown that first repeat code, second repeat code, even code and odd code are either equivalent or equal to these codes. The definitions of direct sum and direct product of these codes were given. Moreover dual codes were classed. Self dual codes and self orthogonal codes were established.
Introduction
Different codes over the ring 22 u   with 2 0 u  were studied before. Generally the relation between the codes over 22 u   and binary codes were established. Some of these studies ;
(1 ) u  cyclic and cyclic codes over the ring 22 u   were studied by J.F.Qian, L.N.Zhang and S.X Zhu in [3] . Some results on cyclic codes over 22 v   were studied by S. Zhu, Y. Wang and M. Shi in [9] . A relation between Hadamard codes and some special codes over 22 u   were studied by M. Özkan and F. Öke in [1] . This last study,which was written by forming special matrices over the ring is the Pioneer reference for emergance of this article. In this study, codes over the ring 22 u   are written by using special matrix. Special types of Hadamard codes ara discussed finding binary of these codes.
In the second section, basic code structure was described as weigth function on the ring 22 u   and information about Hadamard codes were given. Gray map was defined. Matrices C  are equal to the Hadamard codes. By this way it is shown that Hadamard codes could be obtained by without using Hadamard matrices.
In the third section, the definition of new code were made with the help of the codes 12 ,
The classification of the new codes were made. It is determined whether the are equivalent orequal to the code 12 , C  . Also the definition of odd code an deven code is given fort he codes 12 ,
C
 . An important proposition about Gray map an even codes are written.
In the last section, the results about direct sum and direct product of these codes were given. Moreover looking duals of codes and their Gray images the classification is made whether they are self dua lor self ortagonal.
Formulations
It is known that
 with 2 0 u  is a ring with the usual addition and multiplication. Also it is known that this ring is isomorphic to the ring 2
code. It means that C has the length n , it has M elements and it's minimum distance is d .
The Lee weight of each rR  is defined as; The minimum distance of a code C is defined as ;
if C is a code over R and )} ,
if C is a code over 2  .
Generally the Gray map is defined as : 
Define the code . It is known that 
is defined by using the codes , SS   and 12 , 
C
 be a code. i) 
Th e parameter of this code is (4, 16, 4) . Using a suitable rotation and permutation to the components of this code the code 
is similarly obtained. This means that all elements of the code Proof. It is known that distances are invariant under the map  . 1 2  1 2  1 2 , , , 
